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The key questions

• How have perceptions of, and attitudes 

towards, health and safety changed over time?

• What do people really think about it now?

• What factors have driven any changes in the 

perceived legitimacy of health and safety?

• What can we do about it?



Government Scepticism

“Something has gone seriously wrong with the spirit of health and 

safety in the past decade.  When children are made to wear goggles 

by their headteacher to play conkers...what began as a noble 

intention to protect people from harm has mutated into a stultifying 

blanket of bureaucracy, suspicion and fear that has saturated our 

country.” (David Cameron,  01/12/2009)



Government Scepticism

Red Tape Challenge:

Regulation is “portrayed 

as a second-best choice 

for social organization; 

free markets giving us 

economic freedom should 

be preferred...regulation is 

thus an always regrettable 

means of correcting 

market failure” (Prosser 

2010). 
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Legitimacy

• Legitimacy: a “belief in the legality of enacted rules 

and the right of those elevated to authority under such 

rules to issue commands” (Weber 1914: 215).

– Constitutional (is the action lawful and proper)?

– Democratic (who/which interests are represented?)

– Functional (is the action effective and efficient?)

– Justice (is the action right and morally defensible?)

• How is OHS framed, weighted, and discussed? What 

values, priority, understandings, are attached to it?



Methods 

1. Archival analysis of historical sources (public, private, 

professional sources and bodies)

2. Stakeholder accounts of historical developments (key 

actor interviews)

• Regulators and government

• Trade unions

• Employer organisations

• Safety professionals/bodies

3. Public attitudes analysis:

i. Focus group discussions

ii. Statistical data analysis



1: A single, central, unified 

regulator?

HSE created as single agency in 1974 to unify the field; 

what effects?

• Amalgamation took a long time to accomplish

• Some links to industries/expertise were lost

• Bigger agency = more scrutiny

• Sub-agencies have come and gone (HMRI, Offshore, 

NII) adding and detracting from legitimacy

• HSC worked as a ‘forum for input’ and as a political 

buffer – but went out of fashion in the 2000s



2: Government accountability

HSE is a NDPB – it has autonomy from central 

government, and significant technical capacity
• “Whitehall conducts its business in a different rhythm to a managed organisation. Whitehall is run 

by Ministers and Ministers have ideas all the time. Ideas suddenly come up, within three days either 
they’re dead or you’re having to do them; they want answers to this, that, and the other, and a brief 
has rapidly to be prepared, the Minister persuaded that it won’t work or the Minister has to be 
obeyed” (John Rimington interview, para.55)

In recent years – a greater imposition of governmental 

preference via budgets, reviews, arm’s-length influence...



3: New laws
“The great thing about the [HSWA] is that it doesn’t 

specify the means. It specifies the objective. That means 

that people have to think. The obligation is to use one’s 

imagination to assess the risks and then to plan for, and 

take, the relevant precautions.” (Jim Hammer interview, 

para.49)



4: Europe 

Linked to several key developments:

• Proliferation of rules (6-pack etc.)

• Hazard-based, precautionary approach (DSE etc.)

• Unaccountable decision-making

Key moment was ‘sacrifice’ of H+S to preserve QMV on 

social chapter at Madrid 1987 – EU was given powers

BUT:

• UK consistently described as ‘leader’ not ‘follower’

• EU link not recognised strongly by public

• And EU as driver of significant good practice



5: Industrial change

The decline of traditional ‘leader industries’ has left gaps:

• Who pushes the envelope on new practices?

• Who shows the clear social need for H+S?

• Do ‘new entrants’ struggle to translate requirements 

into new contexts?

• Do ‘low risk’ sectors turn people off?

Sector 1961 1971 1981 1996 2001 2009

Mining & quarrying 527 257 164 73 69 55

Agriculture 948 718 598 264 282 243

Textiles 466 309 176 174 134 57

Construction 571 554 621 898 1160 1241

Services, sport and recreation
2496 2952 3293 18125 20109 22329

Table 1: Numbers employed in selected sectors, Great Britain 1961-2009 (in 000s). (Aggregated from: Mitchell 1988: 107; ONS 2002: table 7.5; ONS 2010: table 7.5.)



6: Trade union decline?

General perception that unions have lost their voice/seat 

at the table (tripartism has declined, H+S has widened).

• They were never completely altruistic in their focus 

and work, but they made a valuable contribution

• Now – exercise bottom-up, not top-down, influence

Year Total no. of unions
Members (000s)

M density (%) W density (%) Total density (%)

1960 664 7884 54.2 1951 25.4 9835 44.2

1970 543 8444 58.2 2743 32.1 11187 48.5

1980 438 9162 3790 12952

1990 287 9810

2000 3752 30.4 3367 29.1 7119 29.8

2010 2969 23.8 3561 29.5 6530 26.6

2013 2928 22.9 3522 28.3 6450 25.6
Table 1: Trends in trade unionism, 1960-2013. (Aggregated from: Bain and Price 1980: 38; BIS 2014: 21-25; Mitchell 1988: 137)



7: Health – a forgotten element?

“It wasn’t so much that health was on the back burner, 

health was rather more difficult to deal with than safety. 

You could usually find engineering solutions to 

mechanical problems…but other sorts of hazards 

needed different approaches...through the 50s and 60s, 

there was quite a lot known about industrial health, but 

the regulatory answer was generally to make the 

regulations very specific, very prescriptive, and often 

requiring medical examinations of workers.” (David Eves 

interview, para.19)



8: H+S beyond the workplace

• OSRPA 1963 and HSWA 1974 

s.3 broadened scope of who was 

covered by the law

• But little attention paid to ‘public 

safety’ (even after Aberfan)

• Focus on ‘social safety’ driven by 

3 factors:

1. New challenges (political and 

technological)

2. Major disasters

3. ‘Tolerability of Risk’ Framework 

(1988)



9: A new safety profession

From an informal and piecemeal group to a formalised 

profession 

• Robens (1972) was sceptical (often not “of the right calibre”)

• But 1974 Act’s emphasis on SFAIRP etc. placed a premium on 

informed decision-making (as did 1992 Management Regs)

• Finding a place as a fourth leg of the ‘three-legged stool?’

 

Business/CBI Trade Unions/ 

TUC 

Government/ 

HSE 

Profession? 



10: Expertise

There is an overwhelming perception that H+S is a field 

that is characterised by expertise – a source of trust

• “the failure to educate people around the concept of risk has led to the 

present cultural impasse between health and safety, and politicians” 

(Roger Bibbings interview, para.43)

• “decisions should be taken at the lowest competent level...We will lose 

people’s determination to do things correctly if we don't give them the 

opportunity to exercise that competence.” (Paul Thomas interview, 

para.78)

• “you need to wear eye protection on a construction site…we say that you 

don’t need to if you’re working outdoors and it’s raining, because…it 

makes it harder for you to see…safety practitioners need to be alive to 

this and allow more choice, more flexibility” (Lawrence Waterman 

interview, para.68). 



11: Regulatory techniques

Early days: more enforcement, ‘beat model’, 

and an ‘aspiration of universalism’. Fell 

away post-1974 due to:

• Growth of HSE and a more focused inspection 

system (Inspection Rating System, 1980)

• Shift towards systematic/management focus of 

law and regulators

• The ‘failure of inspection’ – Fit3

• Shift in government towards efficiency and linking 

of risk to ‘appropriate’ places for intervention



12: Commercialisation
Four main ways that this is relevant:

1. Safety profession – perceived legitimacy suffers when seen as 

commercial (not altruistic) in motivation

2. Insurance industry – increasingly influential (esp. since 1990s) 

as drivers of prescription (+ compliance)

3. Compensation culture – widely reviled, lawyers viewed as self-

interested and source of risk-aversion

4. Commercialised regulators – licensing in 1980s; charging 

regimes in 1990s; FFI in 2010s



13: The limits of consensus

There have always been conflicts around H+S, even in 

the ‘consensus’ era of the 1970s

• But there was a general agreement on the need to act

• And mechanisms that internalised disagreement

The wider political climate has changed since then, 

becoming more sceptical and negative

• ‘Burdens on business’ agenda (1985-2013)

• A new rhetoric – rejects universal, welfarist approach

• From ‘low’ to ‘high’ politics



14: Autonomy and masculinity

What attitudes/values might explain why people 

(workers, public) do not see H+S as legitimate?

• Precaution as un-masculine (“sissy”)

• The influential idea of ‘voluntary assumption’ of risk

• ‘Getting the job done’ as a measure of personal/worker value

• Bargaining around H+S (more risk = more pay)

• Normal risk: “it was understood that, particularly manual 

labourers, would almost invariably be damaged by the work they 

did and their retirement, if they had one, would be fairly brief. That 

sounds horribly harsh but it was just the nature of society at the 

time.” (David Morris interview, para. 26)



What can we do about it?

1. Don’t panic! – public attitudes are not as negative as 

you might think

2. Position yourselves as professionals – set out a moral 

message

3. Communicate well – create broader understandings, 

and engage with dissent, debate, and input

4. Open up H+S – expertise/professionalism are valued, 

but not if they distance H+S from workers/public

5. Be realistic – tell the story of the benefits of small-

scale, local initiatives

6. Be flexible - learn to live with prescription and variation 


